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Simple Summary: This research investigates the influence of limited human socialization on the socio-
cognitive abilities and interactions with unfamiliar individuals of a selected group of domesticated
dogs and goats. Both dogs and goats were raised and kept under conditions with limited human
socialization, and their behavior was examined through the “impossible task” paradigm. Dogs
exhibited higher interaction frequencies with human experimenters compared to goats, indicating a
potential inclination for engaging with humans. However, no significant differences were observed
in interaction duration and latency, underscoring the intricate nature of these interactions. This
study underscores the necessity of considering the multifaceted aspects of social behavior and
cognition, especially within domesticated animals characterized by diverse behavioral ecologies and
domestication histories.

Abstract: The study aimed to explore how limited human socialization affects the socio-cognitive
abilities and interactions with unfamiliar individuals of a selected group of domesticated dogs
and goats. These animals were raised and kept under conditions characterized by limited human
socialization, and their behavior was assessed using the “impossible task” paradigm. The study
found that dogs, with a history of cooperative interactions and human companionship, exhibited
more frequent social engagement with human experimenters in the experimental setting than goats,
traditionally domesticated for utilitarian purposes. However, differences in interaction duration and
latency were not significant, highlighting the complexity of these interactions. The results suggest that
domestication history and behavioral ecology play significant roles in shaping animals’ willingness to
engage with humans. However, this study acknowledges limitations, such as the specific population
studied, and calls for further research with larger and more diverse samples to generalize these
findings. Understanding the interplay between domestication history, behavioral ecology, and human
socialization could provide insights into the complex factors influencing animal–human interactions
and cognitive behaviors, with implications for animal welfare and human–animal relationships.

Keywords: comparative; dog; goat; impossible task; human–animal interaction; interspecific communication;
under socialization
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1. Introduction

The fitness of domesticated animal species is under human control, leading to notice-
able differences in their physical, genetic, and behavioral characteristics compared to their
wild ancestors [1]. Behavioral changes in domesticated animals can be attributed, in part,
to the alterations in their socio-cognitive abilities, making them more skilled at interacting
with humans [2,3], probably as a result of selective pressure favoring tameness during do-
mestication [4]. Interestingly, similar effects on socio-cognitive abilities have been observed
in certain wild animal populations that have adapted to the anthropogenic niche [5].

Animal domestication has been driven by various purposes and influenced by the
behavioral ecology of ancestral species. This suggests that the behavioral changes observed
in domesticated animals, aimed at enhancing their positive interaction with humans,
might have followed different routes. Furthermore, the process of experiential learning,
particularly socialization in a human environment during ontogenesis, can significantly
influence the socio-communicative abilities of animals and subsequently affect the way they
interact with humans [6,7]. Therefore, understanding the behavior of domesticated animals
towards humans requires a comprehensive consideration of various aspects, including the
context of domestication, the behavioral ecology of ancestor species, and the ontogenetic
factors, making it challenging to isolate the individual relative effects of these components.

Despite the extensive body of research on the cognitive abilities of domesticated
animals, there remains a scarcity of direct comparative evaluations between different
species within the same study. In an effort to address this, researchers have conducted
a study that aimed to assess the cue-following ability of dogs and horses, investigating
how these two species respond to human gestures. This study’s results indicated that
dogs displayed a significantly higher level of skill in following human gestures compared
to horses [8]. In a more recent study by Gerencsér et al. [9], spontaneous reactions of
miniature pigs and family dogs towards humans were compared at an early age of 4
months. Both species exhibited a spontaneous emergence of similar socio-communicative
behaviors. However, dogs demonstrated a higher propensity to make eye contact with
humans in comparison to miniature pigs. Additionally, this study explored the responses
of both species to the distal dynamic-sustained pointing gesture, revealing that only dogs
responded above the chance level.

The impossible task paradigm is a valuable protocol for investigating animal–human
interactions. This approach involves presenting animals with solvable tasks where they
learn to complete a simple task in exchange for a reward. However, at a certain point, the
reward becomes unreachable, creating an expectation violation. The presence of humans
during the test allows researchers to observe the animals’ interactions and communication,
providing valuable insights into their persistence in solving the task or to switch to a social
strategy [10]. Nevertheless, considering that the task essentially mimics a foraging activity,
the influences of the species’ foraging ecology should not be overlooked when drawing
broader conclusions.

Using this experimental paradigm, researchers have identified notable differences
between dogs and cats. Cats have been observed to display a higher persistence in com-
pleting tasks and exhibit less interactions with humans compared to dogs [11]. In another
study, the human-directed behaviors of pigs and dogs, both approximately 7 months old,
were compared [12]. The findings revealed that during the unsolvable phase of the task,
dogs exhibited human-directed behaviors more frequently than pigs. On the other hand,
pigs spent more time interacting with the apparatus compared to the dogs. It is essential
to mention that in the aforementioned studies, piglets, puppies, dogs, and cats were all
socialized in human families or were family pets [9,11,12]. These factors can affect the
interaction between animals and humans, as demonstrated with dogs [13,14]. By control-
ling for human socialization, both studies converge in emphasizing the significance of the
behavioral ecology of the ancestors of domesticated animals, as well as the impact of the
domestication process in shaping animal interactions with humans.
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In the context of the impossible task, it has been observed that ontogenetic factors
can have a significant influence on the results. Indeed, training can affect the behavioral
outcome in dogs [15–17], as well as the human socialization in both dogs [18,19] and
goats [20,21]. In all the aforementioned comparative studies [8,9,11,12], animals underwent
significant human socialization and were tested in the presence of familiar people. The
perception and expectations humans hold regarding different animal species can signifi-
cantly influence the dynamics of their interactions. For instance, cat owners often admire
their pets for their independent and self-reliant personalities [22], which might not be the
primary appeal for dog owners. Indeed, relationships with dogs can be different from those
with cats [23,24]. These preconceived notions and preferences about various animal species
can impact how people engage and communicate with them, subsequently influencing the
behavior of the animals. In essence, the interplay of human perceptions, expectations, and
interactions can shape the behavior of domesticated animals in a species-specific manner.
As a result, the effects related to the behavioral ecology of the ancestors of the domesticated
species and their domestication histories could be partially masked.

Thus, the primary objective of our current study was to conduct a cognitive comparison
between two domesticated species that have had limited human socialization. To this
scope, we selected a group of goats and dogs that were similarly raised and kept, with
opportunities for socialization within their respective species. However, in their daily
routines, their interactions with humans were kept at a minimal level, primarily limited to
a single man (caretaker) responsible for daily cleaning and feeding. This unique approach
was particularly valuable as, unlike the majority of companion and working dogs typically
used in similar studies, these dogs had experienced minimal human contact while being
bred and housed in the facility. Consequently, their behavior during the problem-solving
task could be effectively compared with that of goats, which were primarily kept for
milking but still had moderate human interaction. Furthermore, the animals were tested in
the presence of unfamiliar individuals to minimize the effects associated with a potential
attachment bond formed with the caretaker.

We employed the impossible task paradigm, which has previously been used in the
studies comparing dogs and cats [11], and dogs and pigs [12].

Anticipated in our study is the likelihood that dogs, owing to their history of close
cooperation with humans and behavioral ecology rooted in cooperative interactions among
individuals, will demonstrate behaviors oriented towards seeking assistance and com-
munication with humans in the impossible task paradigm. In contrast, goats, primarily
domesticated for utilitarian purposes rather than companionship, may not possess the
same level of inclination or experience in engaging with humans in this scenario. Moreover,
goats, as prey species, can experience extra difficulty in interacting with humans, who carry
typical predator features (although goats are typically used through human manipulation
for the milking procedures).

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Animals

In this study, we enrolled a total of 14 female dogs (Canis lupus familiaris), with a mean
age of 5 years (± SD 1.75), and 14 female goats (Capra aegagrus hircus), with a mean age of
2.79 years (± SD 1.42). All the dogs were of the “Australian Cattle Dog” breed, while all
the goats belonged to the “Camosciata delle Alpi” breed. All animals were reared in a farm
in Cassino, Italy, called “Eugenia Palumbo’s Funky Farm”.

Both species were reared using a gentle approach. They lived in outdoor pens and
only had contact with humans during routine caregiving activities and periodic veterinary
checkups (such contact was nearly absent during the initial development phase, which was
entirely entrusted to the mothers). The goats were also handled for milking purposes. Both
the dogs and goats had the opportunity to leave their pens daily and freely interact with
the environment in small groups. The interspecies interactions were occasional. The dogs
were let out for approximately one hour each day and were typically fed in the afternoon.
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The goats, on the other hand, were let out of their pens for grazing activities in the morning
for about four hours. They also received a food supplement consisting of a mix of barley
seeds, triticale, and field beans, with 500 g divided between the morning and the evening.
Interactions between the dogs and goats were limited.

2.2. Testing Procedure

Each subject participated in a single session. The experiments were conducted in the
afternoon, with each animal individually tested in an unfamiliar room located near the
fences. The room had an approximate area of 30 m2 and was equipped with two cameras
(Sony® HDR CX115, Sony® HDR-PJ260VE, Tokyo, Japan) placed in different corners of the
room (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Experimental room equipped with two cameras (in the corners) and the apparatus (in the
middle). A stranger was positioned on the one side of the apparatus.

The experimental apparatus (Figure 2), which the animals had never encountered
before, was positioned towards one of the walls at approximately one-third of the length of
the side wall.
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The animals selected for testing were gently brought directly into the testing room
by the caretaker. Inside the room, there were three experimenters. Two females actively
managed the animals with a friendly approach to establish a positive association, while a
male passive experimenter maintained a distance and did not handle the food during the
familiarization process, nor interacted with the animals. All experimenters were unfamiliar
with the animals. The active experimenters approached the animals using appealing food:
würstel for the dogs and oat seeds for the goats, as recommended by the caretaker. Initially,
the food was either offered by hand or placed on the floor away from the animals. As
the familiarization progressed, the experimenters gradually moved the food closer to the
experimental apparatus, ultimately giving it over the apparatus itself. Throughout this
process, the experimenters had the opportunity to interact with the animals if they accepted
their contact. The familiarization period lasted for 15 min, during which the animals
became accustomed to the experimental apparatus and were subsequently subjected to the
impossible task paradigm.

The experimental apparatus utilized in this study consisted of a plastic feed container
positioned on a rectangular wooden platform. The lid of the feed container was securely
attached to the platform, while the container itself was inverted and placed on the lid’s
tracks. The wooden platform was fixed to the floor using double-sided adhesive tape to
ensure stability. All components of the experimental apparatus were thoroughly washed
with a mildly scented, non-toxic disinfectant after each test.

The testing procedure consisted of three solvable trials, followed by an unsolvable
trial. In the solvable trials, the animals had the opportunity to obtain the food by moving
the container. However, in the unsolvable trial, the container was locked on the upside-
down lid. Throughout the trials, the passive experimenter remained in close proximity
to the apparatus, maintaining a constant gaze ahead and ignoring the animal’s presence
and actions, even if the animal attempted to make contact. The two active experimenters
managed the animals during the different phases. One experimenter lured the animal
away from the apparatus, while the other placed the food below the plastic container
in preparation for the subsequent trial. After completing the three solvable trials, the
impossible phase commenced, lasting for one minute. During this phase, the two active
experimenters moved towards separate walls, turned their backs to the animals, and
ignored their presence. Any animals that refused food or failed to approach or manipulate
the apparatus in all three solvable trials were excluded from the testing procedure.

The experimental study was conducted in compliance with ethical standards and was
approved by the Ethical Committee for Animal Experimental Procedures (CESA) of the
University of Naples Federico II (Protocol Number 2017/0025509). This study adhered
to all relevant international, national, and institutional guidelines for the care and use of
animals, following the principles outlined in the Declaration of Helsinki.

2.3. Behavioral Assessment

The recorded footage was analyzed using the Solomon Coder beta® 16.06.26 software
(ELTE TTK, Hungary). A researcher coded the animals’ behaviors of the unsolvable
trials using a specific ethogram provided in Table 1. A continuous sampling method was
employed to record the behaviors of interest throughout the trial. The behaviors that were
recorded included the visual and tactile approaches to the apparatus, the experimenters,
and the door. Additionally, visual and olfactory exploration, as well as stress-related
behaviors, were recorded.

The data collected included information on behavior duration, frequency, and latency.
To ensure the accuracy and reliability of the data, an inter-observer reliability assessment
was conducted. This involved comparing the results obtained by a second independent
coder on 20% of the samples. The inter-observer reliability agreement ranged from 97% to
99% depending on the specific variable being considered.
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Table 1. Ethogram adopted for the analysis of behaviors.

Behavior Description Target

Visual approach
From a stationary position, the animal
turns or lifts its head towards the target
without approaching it. Apparatus

Experimenters
Door

Tactile approach
The animal makes physical contact with
the target by rubbing, nosing, pushing,
licking, pawing, biting, and nibbling.

Visual exploration

The animal engages in exploratory
behavior by turning or raising its head to
visually survey the environment, both
while stationary and in motion. Environment

Olfactory exploration
The animal engages in environmental
exploration by sniffing while both
stationary and in motion.

Stress

Yawning, licking, shaking off, scratching,
and locomotion (moving around the test
arena without a specific direction). Some of
these behaviors may be specific depending
on the species being examined.

Other

Behaviors that do not fall into any of the
other predefined categories (such as
galloping and rolling) or when the animals
were in a blind point out of sight.

2.4. Statistical Approach

To address the issue of excessive zeros in the behavioral data due to animals not ex-
pressing the entire behavioral repertoire listed in Table 1, we grouped individual behaviors
directed towards the same target into specific behavioral categories. This resulted in the
creation of the following variables:

“Apparatus”: behaviors directed towards the apparatus, indicating a willingness to
solve tasks.

“Door”: behaviors directed towards the door.
“Exploration”: behaviors related to visual and olfactory explorations.
“Stress”: behaviors that include stress-related signals.
“Other”: behaviors that could not be assigned to any of the previously mentioned

categories.
“A-experimenters”: behaviors directed towards the active experimenters.
“P-experimenter”: behaviors directed towards the passive experimenter.
It is important to note that the experimenters were kept separate in this analysis, as

their roles and interactions with the animals differed. The active experimenters interacted
with the animals before the impossible phase, while the passive experimenter remained
aloof; however, during the impossible phase, the active experimenters positioned them-
selves far from the animals, while the passive experimenter remained close to the apparatus
where the animals spent most of their time. By separating these variables, we were able to
assess the distinct effects of each experimenter’s presence on the animals’ behavior.

Due to the smaller sample size, a non-parametric statistical approach was adopted
for the analysis. Additionally, to assess the distribution of the behavioral parameters, the
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was conducted, which revealed that most of the variables were
not normally distributed.

As a first step, the Mann–Whitney U test was utilized to examine for potential statistical
differences in the duration, frequency, and latency of the variables between the two species.

Given the significant difference in age between the species (U = 34.000; Z = −2.866;
p = 0.004), we conducted further analysis using generalized linear models (GzLMs) to
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examine whether the behaviors of dogs and goats, in terms of the duration, frequency, and
latency of all behavioral variables, could be predicted by age. In these models, Species (i.e.,
dogs and goats) was set as the explanatory factor and Age as the covariate. We tested the
main effects of Species and Age, as well as the first-level interaction between the Species and
Age. A linear model was chosen for the GzLM analysis. Statistical analysis was performed
using IBM SPSS Statistic version 26 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).

3. Results

Out of the total number of animals, eight dogs and eight goats (57%) successfully met
the requirements and proceeded to the impossible phase of the test. However, six dogs and
six goats had to be excluded from the study. The animals that were not able to complete the
test (43% of both dogs and goats) exhibited significant discomfort in the experimental room.
This discomfort was manifested by their refusal of food (29% of dogs and 14% of goats),
avoidance of social contact (14% of dogs and goats), or a combination of both (14% of dogs
and 7% of goats). In some cases, although the subjects allowed themselves to be approached
and touched, they did not demonstrate the willingness to approach the apparatus, which
prevented them from performing the test (14% of dogs and 21% of goats).

According to the Mann–Whitney U test, there were significant differences between the
two species in several behavioral parameters (Table 2). Dogs demonstrated a significantly
longer duration (Figure 3A) and higher frequency (Figure 3B) of Apparatus compared to
goats. Dogs also exhibited a higher frequency of A-experimenters (Figure 3C). Furthermore,
dogs displayed a significantly higher frequency of Other behaviors compared to goats
(Figure 3D).
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Table 2. Statistical parameters, median, and interquartile ranges (values expressed in seconds)
according to species. Significant differences are indicated in bold.

DOG_Median [q1; q3] GOAT_Median [q1; q3] U Z p

A-experimenters
Duration 11.70 [7.95; 18.35] 16.00 [13.10; 22.00] 20.5 −1.21 0.227

Frequency 10.00 [8.00; 13.50] 5.00 [3.25; 7.75] 12.5 −2.057 0.04

Latency 4.90 [1.50; 6.30] 1.90 [1.65; 5.00] 24.5 −0.791 0.429

P-experimenter
Duration 3.80 [2.55; 4.35] 2.0 [0.80; 7.15] 21.5 −1.105 0.269

Frequency 3.00 [2.00; 5.00] 1.50 [1.00; 4.75] 23 −0.966 0.334

Latency 20.80 [10.30; 30.30] 12.90 [2.70; 40.50] 24 −0.84 0.401

Apparatus
Duration 16.70 [6.45; 16.70] 5.90 [0.80; 9.60] 10 −2.31 0.021

Frequency 9.50 [6.25; 12.75] 3.50 [1.25; 4.00] 4.5 −2.912 0.004

Latency 0.00 [0.00; 1.65] 0.00 [0.00; 0.00] 29 −0.462 0.644

Door

Duration 2.40 [0.30; 6.60] 6.80 [0.00; 12.30] 26 −0.64 0.522

Frequency 2.50 [1.25; 3.75] 1.00 [0.00; 2.50] 18 −1.498 0.134

Latency 20.60 [9.30; 34.60] 48.50 [20.70; 60.00] 16.5 −1.64 0.101

Exploration
Duration 3.20 [1.20; 5.80] 2.40 [0.20; 11.80] 29.5 −0.264 0.792

Frequency 2.50 [1.00; 3.75] 1.00 [0.25; 3.75] 22.5 −1.032 0.302

Latency 34.50 [13.65; 45.00] 35.00 [10.25; 57.50] 30 0.21 0.833

Other

Duration 9.10 [6.15; 15.10] 6.70 [3.40; 15.30] 27 −0.525 0.600

Frequency 8 [6.50; 10.25] 4.5 [3.00; 5.00] 4.5 −2.943 0.003

Latency 4.70 [1.55; 8.25] 2.50 [1.30; 7.70] 29.5 −0.263 0.793

Stress

Duration 0.00 [0.00; 5.30] 3.40 [0.55; 5.05] 22 −1.096 0.273

Frequency 0.00 [0.00; 1.00] 1.50 [0.25; 3.75] 17.5 −1.604 0.109

Latency 60.00 [14.25; 60.00] 26.10 [16.05; 58.70] 24 −0.877 0.380

The GzLMs investigated the impacts of Species and Age on the frequency, duration, and
latency of behavioral variables (A-experimenters, P-experimenter, Apparatus, Door, Exploration,
Other, and Stress). The results revealed that the full model significantly improved the fit
over a null model in five instances.

A-experimenters frequency (omnibus test: χ2 = 14.643, p = 0.002): the GzLM revealed a
main effect of Species (β = 12.255, χ2 = 11.672, p = 0.001), indicating that dogs were more
likely to interact with the A-experimenters more frequently compared to goats.

A-experimenters latency (omnibus test: χ2 = 7.551, p = 0.056): the GzLM showed a
negative main effect of Age (β = −0.909, χ2 = 4.764, p = 0.029), indicating that older animals
(both dogs and goats) were more likely to rapidly interact with the A-experimenters.

Apparatus frequency (omnibus test: χ2 = 13.562, p = 0.004): the GzLM showed a main
effect for Species (β = 10.200, χ2 = 7.455, p = 0.006), indicating that dogs were more likely to
have more frequent interaction with the Apparatus compared to goats.

Door latency (omnibus test: χ2 = 11.608, p = 0.009): the GzLM reported a positive main
effect for Age (β = 6.826, χ2 = 4.628, p = 0.031), suggesting that older animals (both dogs and
goats) had a higher probability of interacting later with the Door. There was also a negative
interaction between Species and Age (β = −12.035, χ2 = 9.163, p = 0.002), suggesting that
older dogs had a high probability to rapidly interacting with the Door.

Other frequency (omnibus test: χ2 = 16.238, p = 0.001): the GzLM revealed a main
effect of Species (β = 8.211, χ2 = 15.400, p = 0.000), indicating that dogs were more likely to
perform Other behaviors more frequently compared to goats. There was also a negative
interaction between Species and Age (β = −0.972, χ2 = 4.108, p = 0.043), suggesting that
younger dogs had a lower probability of performing high-frequency Other behaviors.

The GzLMs with all the other variables and ethological parameters did not yield
significant effects.
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4. Discussion

The aim of this study was to investigate whether domesticated dogs and goats, raised
under conditions with limited human socialization, exhibit different propensities for so-
cial interaction with unfamiliar individuals. Using the “impossible task” paradigm, we
investigated the behavior of dogs and goats when confronted with an unsolvable task,
hypothesizing that dogs, due to their long history of selective breeding for human interac-
tion (and the behavioral ecology of their ancestors), would exhibit higher levels of social
engagement with humans compared to goats. The results of our study indicated that
dogs showed a significantly higher frequency of approaching the active experimenters
compared to goats. Conversely, no significant differences among species were observed in
their behavior towards the passive experimenter, who had no prior social interaction with
the animals. These findings could support our hypothesis that dogs demonstrate a height-
ened propensity for social interaction with humans in comparison to goats; however, this
tendency appeared to be specifically directed towards the active experimenters. However,
considering the infrequent interactions of the subjects with the passive experimenter, it is
possible that their human-directed engagement, primarily with the earlier active experi-
menters, may have been driven by factors other than seeking assistance with the apparatus,
such as seeking comfort or an exit from the room. This suggests a need for further research
to explore the complex motivations behind these interactions.

Regarding the observed species differences, they can be attributed to several factors.
Firstly, dogs have been bred for thousands of years to be companions and working partners
of humans, resulting in a close and cooperative relationship with friendly humans [2], even
when they are unfamiliar. In contrast, the domestication history and selective breeding of
goats have not placed as much emphasis on human interaction [25].

It can be considered that the ecological and social contexts of the ancestors of dogs
and goats could have played a role in shaping their social cognitive abilities. Wolves, the
ancestors of dogs, are highly social animals with complex social dynamics and cooperative
behaviors [2,26]. This social structure likely played a crucial role in the development of
dogs’ social cognitive skills, as they evolved to communicate and collaborate with other
pack members, including humans [27]. In contrast, the ancestors of goats, wild goats,
had a more independent and less cooperative-oriented lifestyle [25]. The domestication
of goats may have introduced some changes in their social cognitive abilities, but their
natural predispositions may still influence their level of interaction and cooperation with
humans. A similar reasoning can also be applied for the study comparing horses and
dogs [8], puppies and piglets [9,12], and dogs and cats [11], although these subjects were
socialized with humans.

While this reasoning may seem logical and suitable for drawing conclusions, it solely
relies on the frequency of human-directed behaviors. However, when considering our data
regarding both the duration and latency of these behaviors, it becomes evident that this
argument lacks complete support. Indeed, we found no significant interspecies differences
in the duration and latency of human-directed behaviors. Rather, it appears that goats tend
to exhibit higher durations and shorter latencies in human-directed behaviors compared
to dogs, despite the lack of statistical significance (see Table 2). The higher occurrence of
human-directed behaviors in dogs may not solely stem from their eagerness to engage with
humans but could also stem from their heightened behavioral flexibility. In fact, we noticed
a notably greater frequency of behaviors unrelated to humans or task resolution in dogs
compared to goats. This points towards dogs having a greater inclination to shift between
diverse behaviors, consequently potentially amplifying the instances of human-directed be-
haviors. Considering these findings, we must cautiously interpret the enhanced frequency
of human-directed behaviors in dogs compared with goats and avoid drawing strong con-
clusions about their enhanced willingness to interact with humans. Alternatively, we might
have to assume that there are no significant differences between dogs and goats in their
willingness to interact with humans. If this holds true, the logical inference would suggest
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that despite the diverse behavioral ecology of their ancestors, the domestication process
could have driven both species towards similar prosocial propensities towards humans.

In our study, dogs displayed a significantly higher frequency and longer duration of
interactions with the apparatus, indicating a stronger interest and engagement with the task
compared to goats. In another comparative study on domesticated species, however, dogs
were found to be less persistent in the impossible task paradigm when compared to cats [11].
The authors attributed this difference to the behavioral ecology of the ancestors of dogs and
cats, as well as the influence of the domestication process. Unlike dogs, cats originate from
solitary ancestors and were selected for their ability to work autonomously. Due to their
solitary hunting background, it is expected that cats would display an increased persistence
on tasks compared to dogs. On the other hand, goats, being herbivores, generally face
fewer challenges in finding food compared to dogs. As a result, they might lose interest
in the task earlier once they realize its difficulty, potentially explaining their lower level
of interaction with the apparatus compared to dogs. It is worth highlighting that pigs
share a closer behavioral ecology with goats rather than with cats. This might initially
suggest a lower willingness to solve the task. However, contrary to this expectation, piglets
displayed an increased persistence on the apparatus when compared to dogs [12]. This
could be attributed to their encounter with food sources that require manipulation, such
as digging them out from the ground with their snouts. These findings suggest that the
cognitive abilities and problem-solving behaviors of domesticated species can be more
nuanced and diverse than previously assumed based solely on their behavioral ecology.

Unfortunately, in the current research and previous comparative studies, there is no
way to disentangle the relative weight of the domestication history and the behavioral
ecology of the ancestors of the animals in shaping socio-cognitive skills.

It is essential to acknowledge that the present study was limited to a specific population
of dogs and goats raised under similar conditions. Consequently, caution must be exercised
when generalizing the results to all dogs and goats. Regrettably, our study had to contend
with constraints imposed by the selection of experimental subjects, resulting in a limited
sample size that could have potentially limited the results. Therefore, to solidify and
expand on our findings, additional research with larger sample sizes and diverse breeds of
both dogs and goats would be beneficial.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, this study highlighted that dogs exhibited an elevated frequency of
interaction with humans. Nonetheless, this isolated data point could be attributed to the
inherent behavioral flexibility of dogs, as there were no distinctions in the duration and
latency of human-directed behaviors between the two species. This implies that when
dogs and goats experience under-socialization and interact with unfamiliar humans, their
inclination for social interaction with humans may not exhibit significant differences. This
suggests that the process of domestication, primarily centered around tameness, potentially
drives both species towards a comparable socio-cognitive relationship with humans. In
contrast, dogs consistently demonstrated a pronounced eagerness to engage in problem-
solving tasks, which could be linked to their predatory nature.
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